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WELCOME
We are witnessing an
unprecedented phenomenon in history:
Teens taking action

To top it off, it is practically entirely selforganized by young people, usually as
student clubs, after school clubs and the
likes, their members contributing to learning culture through presentations, group
leadership etc.

for sustainability!
They have impact beyond our imagination, their model solutions are replicable
by youth in a thousand places, and so
are many of groundbreaking solutions of
outstanding grown-up changemakers.
A cornerstone of today's fascinating youth
leaders are "the super powers of youth
at school": daily big community, infrastucture and resources, genuine spirit, media
presence, donor support, and plenty of
time, for years. Superpowers that have
hardly been recognized and tapped, yet.
Still, the most remarkable news is that,
unlike youth movement of the past,
youth leadership is embraced and celebrated across the societal and cultural
spectrum, by parents and media, globally!.
Further - even more exciting - it is the
living manifestation of all 21st Century
aspirations of education, purpose of
schooling: education for sustainability,
active citizenship, service-learning, life
skills, ethical values, empathy, global
citizenship, lifelong learning, team work,
project-oriented learning, entrepreneurship, co-creative decision-making, interdisciplinary learning across the school
fence..."

This means that it happens at ordinary,
conventional schools without further ado,
without stress on time, finance, or teacher
training. Our youth leaders operating as
student clubs are living proof.
All it takes is the spark of inspiration for
young people to awaken to their dreams
for a better world being possible, already
happening for other youth, recognize
their potentials, find their passion for
favorite causes - and to be given time
and space for turning their passion into
action through self-organized learning
processes - changing the world. Big time.
YL provides these fireworks of inspiration,
and the solid support for the clubs.
We need not even change anything in
our schools to allow this to happen. We
have been granting this to talented musicians, artists, ball and chess players
for decades. We gave them time and
space, a little mentoring, time off to
attend events, and access to expert partners in the field, outside school.
The global Youth-LeadeR community is
this partner network, with world class role
models, tools, actions, supportive community and more.
All we need to do is to acknowledge our
natural born social entrepreneurs and
cultural creatives - the ones fired up for
saving the planet - and give them opportunity to act on what we have been demanding from this generation: to care,

think, act, live way more awesome, better,
different from us adult generations. Right?
Tremendously different.
80% of our behavior is shaped by role
models. What we need now is to grow
up in the company of true hero/ines.
But, 'who are the right teachers to support
YL Student Clubs', you may ask. 'We do
not have experts in changemaking'. True,
but not every chess student club has a
pro teacher at school, right? Kindness,
appreciation of the cause and support
on demand suffice. The kind of teachers
that make good YL Student Club mentors
are 'the green one, the social one, the
wild one'. They exist at every school.
These educators will love seeing kids
thrive on their better world adventures.
It is what they always wanted to see
happen, but could not integrate in standard teaching. Now they can. Now, they
have the media, and self-organized students it requires.
So, teachers do have a very precious
role to play in this after all.
Spend a tiny bit of time, just 1 or 2 hours
per month, on weaving youth leadership
ALSO into the classroom, and conventional subject teaching. This is important.
Why? Because it makes youth action on
global issues omni-present in every student's life over years, makes it integral
part of the "priority world", not a "fringe
hobby for loonies", leads to learning and
involvement by students, parents and
teachers, builds a year-round, vibrant
connection between student clubs and
the entire school community, builds a

collaborative partnership between teachers and your new "assistant teachers".
And it comes with rich benefits for subject
teaching and learning culture, too.
This is what the YL Curriculum is for.
It is amazing what little teaching time it
requires, as, once sparked, 95+% of
activities are self-organized by student
clubs. But true innovation is said to be
simple, and what better than a little miracle bringing smiles, warming hearts, giving hope, evoking tangible changes with
a wow?
As with any seeds, results depend on
the soil, care and love given. Not every
environment is ready to flourish instantly.
Yet, no matter what, the best thing we
can do is to sow these seeds into the
minds, hearts and hands of our students.
There is no doubt that their inner clock
will respond with beautiful flowers when
their time is right. Just keep the love up,
enjoy and observe.
I hope that you enjoy these perspectives
and activities as much as we do, and
look forward to meet, respond to your
questions and ideas, arrange "live" encounters and collaborations, enjoy your
achievements, converse and learn from
your experiences for making this work
best in your part of the world.
Oh, I am going to repeat myself on the
things that matter. Please bear with it. It
makes them stick.
Eric Nicolas Schneider
Founder and Director

INTRODUCTION
The in/formal YL YOUTH LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM offers media,
methods and services for introducing Youth Leadership at school, and
sustaining youth action on global issues year-round, in class, at school
and beyond, with life-changing impact and media presence.
The program is built on a mix of brief (1-5%) teacher- and student-led
interactions in class, and 95+% self-organized student club activities.
It based exclusively on authentic role models, media and activities, in
personal collaboration with hundreds of the world's most respected
youth leaders, experts, social entrepreneurs and educators.
The program is not built on pressure but upliftment, and personal,
voluntary choices, with the most inspired students at its centre.
Student club members naturally evolve into role models, offering a rich
scope of learning and action opportunities that the school community
can choose to interact with, following their own pace and interests.
Look at it as a fantastic add-on to your teaching practice, a software
running in the background, with modules to use on occasion, some
planned, some spontaneously, many working their magic subconsciously
in the school community. And it's all good.
"80% of human behavior is shaped by role models. Much of it subconsciously." These are the best role models humanity has to offer. Promised!

The curriculum requires close to zero time or finance. Media are
available for download in up to 19 languages, and up to 99% of activities
are self-organized by inspired students passionate about global issues.
To prepare, teachers (or student leaders, who might just as well organize
this session) educate themselves on the exciting emerging phenoma
of youth leadership, sustainability solutions, and our wide scope of
offers in a self-guided online tour.
They organize an introductory session with the "hidden but honest
agenda" of inspiring young people to discover their passion for favorite
causes, get actively involved, and found a YL student club organizing
a wide range of activities.
Club members' key activities in class include managing a Hero/ines of
the Month mini-exhibit aligned with 3 current United Nations Days, and
offering presentations on young and grown-up changemakers solving
global issues.
Teachers can easily enrich their units across subjects with these real
life examples, contributions and activities offered by the clubs. As little
as one hour per month is enough to keep the program present in class.
However, the media's value for subjects motivates many teachers to
use them through the year, and also collaborate across subjects.
The bulk of world-changing activities is self-organized by students. Just
like the examples of Youth-LeadeRs in our stories, like passionate
musicians and athletes, they organize these activities as clubs, and
beyond school hours - with their friends and teams. A global team!

A CONCRETE LOOK AT WHAT
WE WISH TO ACHIEVE to enable
our global generation at school to
grow up as changemakers.
We need not introduce anything
radical or overwhelmingly time consuming. Youth leadership already
happens it schools. It has sprung
up by itself, without teachers' involvement, and it is usually selforganized as student clubs.
We have or can have student clubs
at any school, easy. The point is to
sharpen focus on world changing
activities and amplify their impact.
Higher impact requires more activists, more involvement, and a higher sense of purpose. This is what
the YL Curriculum does.
Here are the three key aspects at
work in our approach:
1) Sparking and Sustaining Ultimate
Inspiration for Positive Change
Experience, success stories and
common sense tell us the magic
behind of sparking and sustaining
youth leadership activities:
A. Inspire students to take action
through a mix of awakening to a
broken piece of the world, a solution
to heal it, and opportunity to do it.
Add a hero/ine already doing it - a
role model conveying precisely how
to feel, what to do - and action becomes almost evident and a breeze.
Hint: Our many real life examples
are priceless!

B. Inspired students turn their passion into action and find their roles
in the team. Passionate leaders
keep up the drum beat, informing,
inspiring and organizing action opportunities.
Causes, excellent media, flyers, inspirational global community, they
have all they need to sustain their
own passion and step forward.
C. Sustain this spirit year-round,
through new causes and activities
every month.
We have countless causes, hero/ines, activities, monthly offers,
speakers and webcasts, support on
demand. A gigantic orchestra of tools
to select and play with.
2) Amplifying Student Club Impact
Of course, there can and will always
exist student clubs that are just for
a small group and need not be connected to the entire school community. Like chess, cosmetics, beading.
No disrepespect intended. Our focus
here is on world-changing student
clubs co-creating a global, peaceful,
just, thriving civilization.
World-changing student clubs face
a variety of challenges with huge
significance for their impact. Impact
matters to us for reasons of motivation, relevance for for the entire
school community, and of course
for real world change. Maximizing
each means win-win benefits for all.
Here are main challenges

A. Visibility to the school community.
Clubs are often 'hidden' in rooms,
or their stands ignored by the mass
of students rushing through corridors
and halls during recess.
Solution: Enhance visibility in class,
and more awesome club HQ's well
visible in public school spaces, like
a mix of lounge and action fair.
B. Universal appeal to a large percentage of the school community.
Topics and activities are not necessarily everyone's favorite. In fact,
also people's personalities, age and
gender play a role.
Solution: Offer causes for everybody, wide scope of activities, fun,
identification, personal relevance,
opportunity for involvement for various talents, alternating activities
per month, quick actions with tangible results, celebration. Unite
youth leaders across topics, classes
and grades as one changemaker
family to overcome the personality,
age, clique and gender issue.
C. Connectivity and relevance to
the entire school community
This is like the above but different.
Student club activities are not generally regarded as a priority for education, for society, for everyone, but
more like niche hobbies and personal choices. This is not the same
for world change.
Solution: Make student club activities omni-present in classrooms.
We use a mini-Exhibit wall display
managed by inspired students.

D. Relevance to Education's Core
Aims and Principles.
Many student club activities simply
lack topics, quality, tools for use in
context of units for the entire class.
But co-creating a sustainable society
is a priority in the purpose of schooling, our curricula, and the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development was not launche for
no reason. Today, we have everything we need to integrate it.
Solution: include the media, activities
and "people" of world-changing student clubs in units touching on global
issues. They have top level information, inspirational media, role models
and action opportunities to offer.
E. Value + Usability for Teachers
Teachers are already buzy. But they
do use non-standard items in their
teaching practice - like articles, film
clips, presenters, field trips.
Solution: Harness the potentials in
YL media, methods, services and
YL Club members. Use our Calendar aligned with United Nations Theme Days and activities as a red
thread for clubs and teachers to plan
and collaborate through the year.
F. Lifelong Benefits for Activists
Students' motivation are the passion
for causes, community and activities.
Still, we can strengthen resilience
against frustration, work pressure,
and 'give back more' to them.
Solution: 'Credits' beyond school in
form of impact, media, global contacts, and a YL CV of awesome.

THE CURRICULUM IN DETAIL
STEP BY STEP

The 4-pronged curriculum is easy to spark, evolve, and gradually weave
into subjects and units. We are going to look at the 4 prongs iin context in
a neat graphic in a minute. Let's just clarify the 4 prongs first.
It sparks in CLASS with a session dedicated to youth leadership. We call
it the Spark Session. From here, it connects to three more prongs.
YL STUDENT CLUBS
where the bulk of self-organized action takes place. They also organize a
year-round stream of activities at school and offer contributions to units.
THE GLOBAL YL COMMUNITY
with hundreds of young and grown-up changemakers. It feeds the student
clubs with media, tools, campaigns, webcasts, "live" meetings, speakers,
support, social media, a reality game, and trainings. Aligned with monthly
UN Theme Days, these offers provide the year-round stream of activities
that serves student clubs.
STUDENTS' OWN INITIATIVES
are inspired besides or beyond student club activities. This can be joining
major campaigns, organizations, or founding their own! Nonetheless, their
activities can be fully integrated in the prongs above, as they we encourage
them to share and connect their initiatives with the global YL Community,
and their local changemaking family - the YL Clubs.
Where are the TEACHERS ???
Well, as I said, the teacher's role is limited to very few interactions. This is
why it works. If it took a lot of time and effort, we would run into difficulties
with subjects, time, finance and training. But no worries, you are involved!
We need you to organize aor co-organize the Spark Session, and have a
good idea of youth leadership, so you know what is going on at your school,
and are supportive of your student clubs by (a) permitting a mini-Exhibit in
class, (b) weave student presentations into units, and (c) using YL media
in units, as you see fit. It's easy, valuable, and best if shared with colleagues.
Now let us look at the graphic.

Oh, just in case
that you are not aware what
awesomeness we are talking about...
view our Spark Session videos for a feeling
of youth leadership at school
http://bit.ly/1x9eSNx
and view our trailer video
for impressions of our rich scope of media,
members, activities, methods, services...
http://bit.ly/1x9ePRD

For curious cats, here's also trailers for the
Super Powers of Youth at School + the YL Card Game
http://bit.ly/1xfkJij
http://bit.ly/1s5TJxk

"Once upon a time, there was a teacher, who..."

1. INTRODUCED YL media in CLASS, with a Spark Session of 90 to 180
minutes, using videos, posters and action packs.
2. INSPIRED STUDENTS founded a YL Student Club, and connected with
the Youth-LeadeR Community via social media for media, activities, "live"
meetings and inspiration.
3. THEY FOLLOWED UP with 3 Monthly Actions, using YL posters for
1) A public exhibit (their club HQ) serving as ISLE (Informal Sustainability
Learning Environment) for the whole school community, informing and
involving ever more students.
2) A Hero/ines of the Month exhibit in class, on young and grown-up
changemakers with model solutions for current United Nations Days.

EVERY MONTH, club members and teachers coordinated how best contribute
flashlight presentations on hero/ines for the 3 UN Days in their 10 subjects
(foreign language, science etc). The real-life examples energized the units,
students contributed to the projects and campaigns!This is the basic pattern,
with instantaneous results.
The Spark Session itself can generate
- fundraisers for Neha and Indian orphans
- book drives for Julia and Emma, in support of aboriginal community schools
- international partnerships with Hassan for girls education in Pakistani
village homes, or Babar's youth powered schools in India
- campaigns with Nellie and Ocean, to ban ivory trade and shark finning
- connecting with Avalon, for building frog mini-habitats in the city, field trips
to swamps and wetlands, contributing local species to our frog cardgame
- researching the local situation on restaurant grease recycling, and grocery
store food recycling to food banks
- replicating Madi and Rhiannon's campaign to ban unsustainable palm oil
And 40 more! This is the scope of Youth-LeadeR actions opening up already
in the first Spark Session! An abundance of causes for everybody! With
instant action opportunities!

Next - let us look how to sustain this spirit throughout the year.

Here is how you build on the inspiration of the Spark Session.
It is important to seamlessly integrate the spirit into daily life at school, as a priority,
as something self-evident. The Spark Session offers you the building bricks to do so.
1. You have a poster exhibit! Keep it up, allocate a space, and who will manage it.
View Box 3 above how you can sustain youth leadership spirit, causes, role models
and actions in class year-round. It is simple, adds to the class ambience and can
easily be integrated in subject teaching.
Imagine students growing up with this over years. This makes a difference! On top,
there are many other things that you can do - and you do have an able team now!

2. If students react positively to the idea of a YL
Student Club, make it real. Right away! Build on
the momentum! Ask students to scout for a public
space as ISLE exhibit and club HQ, and whether
they would like to present to other (younger) classes.
Tell students to report their first actions to you, so
you can inform your colleagues.
3. You (should) have the cardgame. Keep it in
class. Refer to it whenever a global issue comes
up: "Do we have a Youth-LeadeR working on this?"
Have a student fetch the card(s), sum up or read
out the flashlight story, ask if the student club has
any thing to add (updates from the hero/ine, proposed activities etc).
4. Inform your colleagues about your experience,
success, plans and potentials. It is easy to explain
the UN Days exhibit, hero/ines and that the student
club can offer presentations on role models and
solutions for various units. It takes only minutes to
figure these out. Inviting those students to sit with
you and check the school year for topics and
opportunities is a very empowering experience for
them and can lead to many forms of collaboration.
5. The YL STUDENT CLUB is your powerful ally!
Look at the rich scope of activities, topics, media
and interactions in the Student Club stream. The
members stay connected to the unfolding adventures of the hero youth leaders they know from the
videos, meet "live" online, if they choose to (who
would want to miss out on this opportunity?!), and
can arrange webcast meetings for their class (if
teachers decide to include such sessions), fueling
even more inspiration into the class.
For Student Clubs members, managing the ISLE,
the exhibit in class, collaborating with teachers,
giving presentations ... are all "extras" on top of
their school work, but they LOVE it. This is their
lifestyle, and all these little steps and interactions
enhance the spread of their message, the impact
of their work. It is a great win-win for everybody!

THERE IS A LOT HAPPENING IN THE CLASSROOM.
THERE IS A LOT HAPPENING IN THE ISLE HQ.
THERE IS EVEN MORE HAPPENING BEYOND SCHOOL!
The actions of YL student clubs extend ...
1. INTO ONLINE LIFE; via social media, campaigns, following the hero/ines'
unfolding initiatives, meeting live on skype, sharing photos of student club
activities, social experiments, lifestyle challenges...
2. INTO PUBLIC; with fundraisers, campaigns, projects, field trips, speaking
at schools, marches, events, city councils...
3. BEYOND YL STUDENT CLUB PROJECTS; as some students start to
focus full-time on particular ventures, start their own organizations and
evolve them into successful model solutions making waves in national media
- and - if they like - connect their initiative to the global YL community for
support, scaling and replication.
YOU CAN TELL that the scope and dimension of activities sparked, facilitated
and supported by YL goes beyond student clubs, youth organizations, and
service-learning programs that we have known, even leading programs in
the field, like WeDay, Roots & Shoots, Girl Scouts, GenUp etc. They are all
important, and we support, recommend, also collaborate with them, but for
a really super rocking transformational shift in society, and maximum training
of our natural born social entrepreneurs and lifetime activists, we believe
that Youth-LeadeR offers a lot of NEW and NECESSARY novelties, for
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
+ GRAND VISION
+ SUPPORT OF THEIR
OWN PROJECTS
+ INVOLVEMENT OF THE
SCHOOL COMMUNITY
+ LIFETIME VALUE

They are born especially
from our elements of "live"
interactions with young and
grown-up changemakers,
replication of their extraordinary model solutions, and
the vibrant global changemaker online community,
all built and strengthened
by the foundation built
AT SCHOOL.

I like to call these 4 prongs streams, as they
organically evolve over time.
You can imagine how with every month, impact, skills and personalities unfold, and school
community and learning culture benefit. What
a rich stream of contents, issues, local and
global, role models, solutions, action opportunities! And it reaches everybody through the
alternating exhibits and flashlight presentations.
The flashlight presentations in class can be
short. They add a feel of real to the unit,
energize the class, enable to learn more from
club members, and facilitate tangible contribution to the activities.

The most vivid stream for your students is the
YL Student Club(s).
It unites students across classes, grades and
interests, like a changemaker family. It is
connected with the global YL Community via
social media, and receives a set of proposed
Monthly Missions and media aligned with UN
Days.
Club members feed media, presentations and
activities into class, manage main YL activities
of the month, select their favorite actions and
develop own projects, as well.
Some students and projects may branch off
into their own ventures, join or found local
chapters of their favorite Youth-LeadeRs'
organizations, or found their own organizations
- all of it is wanted and can be tied into the YL
Community.
Finally, let us look at a few visual impressions
of the media and activities.

Our media offer a wide scope of formats, topics, subjects, uses, and languages.

YL Student Club activities include research, presentations, service-learning,
social entrepreneurial projects, field trips, international partnerships, and
innovative "positive change" media work.
Members' quickly evolving skills, competences, confidence, knowledge of
media and activities enable them to make excellent contributions to subjects,
units, the entire school community.
Here are a few examples of YL Student Club activities.

Our media, combined with these simple methods, makes youth leadership
and action on local and global issues omni-present in our life at school.

Let's look at the two main methods.

1. THE INTRODUCTORY SPARK SESSION
for inspiring your students.
Each students researches a hero/ine (as homework) from a set of 48 youth
leaders around the globe, evoking huge changes in all spheres of life. Each
student gives a brief flashlight presentation - with or without video, depending
on your group and timeframe. Presentations are mixed with viewing our Top
5 inspirational video clips representing the 4 pillars of youth leadership (a
hero's journey to success, student club teen action en masse, fundraising
with fun, twen changemakers).
The session is held in casual atmosphere, giving space to spontaneous
feedback, questions and excitement. After a time of sharing and reflection,
students form groups for their favorite causes, study the pertaining Action
Pack and formulate a Mission Statement "we will take action like XYZ to
achieve XYZ, by taking steps A, B, C, and want all you to get involved by ..."
At this time, students are well immersed in the spirit of youth leadership,
project action and planning. Their worldview about youth, global issues,
solutions and citizen power have changed. The basic goal is achieved.

Next, comes the potential magical bonus. The next question is "Ok, you are
really able to make these ventures real. You can even meet these people
for real on skype, for questions and more. Who wants to turn their passion
and plan into action?" The reaction is unpredictable, nor the degree of followup action. In any case, we suggest to be honest and declare
"As you can imagine, we have to go back to our unit, but I really love this,
and those of you who wish to take action have my full support. Who would
like to do more of this, maybe also take action as a YL Student Club?" ...
"We can also keep the exhibit up, and update it every month, so we all know
what the action club is doing, and everybody can get involved when they
like. I can also imagine to use this in some units. Youth-LeadeR offers a lot
of ideas, and great support for YL Student Clubs, with nonstop action
throughout the year. Do you want to know more?"
There is a good chance that students wish to follow up. It may be ten, even
twenty, with a heart core of five to ten. But keep in mind what POWER those
passionate about positive change have! A couple of students can sustain
presence in class with the exhibit - and reach out to other classes and
grades - by organizing a Spark Session and public exhibits (the ISLE).
Imagine 2 changemaker youth per class. This makes 10, 20, 50. 100 at a
school Can you imagine?!
It is something we don't want to miss trying!

2. THE HERO/INES OF THE MONTH EXHIBIT
for sustaining the spirit and presence in class, year-round.
This long-term presence shapes worldview on youth power, solution-oriented
thinking, confidence, trust in human genius and spirit, and facilitates integration
in units. it also builds the fundamentally precious link between the fired up
students in clubs and the majority of students with different priorities. This
presence softly nurtures a changemaking worldview in the majority, appreciation for the clubs, and active involvement in fudnraisers, projects and
lifestyle challenges. This is very important, as many student clubs are literally
invisible at school, which weighs hard on motivation and impact.
We can change this, easily, by building on the magical inspirational powers
of accomplished Youth-LeadeRs and the budding, shining youth leaders in
your school community.

In MARCH, we focus on four International Days.

FORESTS

Madison and Rhiannon

WATER

Robyn Hamlyn, Lulu Cerone, Avalon Theisen

STOP STREET
HARASSMENT Week

Holly Kearl, Emily Lindin

Here are our pertaining Hero/ines' posters. They are available for download
in up to 19 languages. Videos and Action Packs are accessible via our
media section, or heroines' profiles. The profiles also offer links to articles,
websites and recent updates. Teachers and YL Clubs have the majority of
posters from the Spark Session, and only need to print a few new ones.

We aim to enable action, and we know that nothing inspires and empowers
more than direct contact and vibrant, uplifting community. We offer you
access to probably the most exceptional community of hero SPEAKERS not just advocates or motivational speakers - but accomplished changemakers,
leading groundbreaking model solutions for crisis issues, replicable by young
people and citizens in a thousand other places.
Our "live", skype and WEBCAST meetings can be combined with our media,
actions, exhibits and more - for a rich experience with an impact.

Our CALENDAR, aligned with current UN Days, offers structure for planning
ahead through the year, collective action with youth at school around the
globe, and opportunity for connecting with local media and civil partners for bigger reach and impact.
Our FIELD PARTNERS offer unique opportunity for long-term support,
partnerships, projects, seeing success unfold, even volunteer visits.
Our STUDENT CLUB COMMUNITY and REALITY GAME offer an unprecedented, vibrant action community experience with many benefits for members'
personal, idealist and professional paths.
Visit our SERVICES section for details.

GETTING STARTED
1. Explore our WELCOME section.
2. Connect with our newsletter and social media for a yearround stream of inspiration.
3. JOIN / Register as a teacher / school / student club.
4. Organize a YL Spark Session. Download the media pack
and guidelines from our website.
5. Get in touch!
6. Take the self-guided online SPARK TOUR to acquire ultimate
knowledge of youth leadership, our thinking, media, methods
and services.
People love our workshops, but we cannot come everywhere,
and there is no time to wait! Just do it, learn it, you can wield
our media and methods and spark the same passion in an
audience. Such is the power of the videos and posters. Any
follow-up action is in the hands of local youth and people
anyway.
This is why we have created a tour that is like a 90min
workshop - in the comfiness of your home, with your favorite
drink and snacks. Actually, this setting may even generate a
deeper experience than a public event in a group.
Take the tour with friends for best fun, and dreaming up your
next steps to get started. You find it in the GET INVOLVED
menu on our website.

Whatever you do ...
showing videos
using stories
using music, musical,
it makes a difference!
Make sure to convey the new phenomenon of youth leadership
on huge scale, and its potential for scaling to millions more
places, enabling our entire generation to live as changemakers
and create a world of peace and abundance for all. Now. In
our generation.
The solutions exist. YL student clubs discover them as they
follow our media streams, engage in our activities. So can you.
The ultimate start is the Spark Session,
keeping the exhibit in class
giving birth to a team of inspired students
following up with
presentations in other classes
an exhibit in public
and founding a YL student club
organizing year-round action,
with benefits for people, planet, themselves,
learning culture, and the whole school community.
To complete this booklet,
LET US LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE OF THE PROCESS
from different perspectives. Here are three graphics to enhance
your vision and highlight a few aspects that may not be
completely clear to you from text based explanations.

A FEW PERSONAL WORDS
Change Generation Rising is our gift to students with a love for the
Earth, her people and giving their passion and lifetime to helping them.
It is the "F. Lifelong Benefits for Activists" on page XYZ.
The evolving experiences, memories, global contacts to like-hearted
youth, pacemaking organizations and humanity's stellar visionaries
open their personal, idealist and professional paths to a rich life of
inner and outer abundance, bliss and opportunity - by serving a higher
purpose.

I envision Youth-LeadeR to become a seal of quality among this global
young generation, associated adults, and the world, as they witness
the deeds of YL Warriors. You have seen the scope of actions, the
kind of company they keep, the quality level of actions. It's a "game",
but it's for real.
Can you imagine meeting a YL Warrior Level 60, after five years?
That's 180 missions, each special, each with impact. Not even I can
imagine. No such humans have walked the planet, yet. Even the grand
Youth-LeadeR changemakers have only focussed on one discipline
and cause. But I know that it will be amazing.
All it takes is to make the spirit youth leadership omni-present, accessible,
permit self-organized action and acknowledge those born for making
changemaking their sport, lifestyle and purpose.
This is the vision that drives me. Ther eis no doubt that we can create
a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable civilization - in our
lifetime. And it is not even complicated. We just have to take the
knowledge, solutions and support networks available and spread them
everywhere.

Yes, I would love to see 'all' young people today grow up like this and
fully unfold their inner hero/ine and changemaker skills. This will beam
our societies into a sustainable, thriving civilization in no time, and shift
inner and outer poverty, war, abuse, destruction and atrocities into
museums.
'All' is not going to happen. And that is okay. Not everybody is the
same, and society is as biodiverse as nature. But a more happy state
for everybody is definitely a must! The sub/conscious influence of
radiating youth leadership is certainly a bliss for every school community.

Wouldn't you love having ten, twenty, even fifty or a hundred such
youth at school? Bright, helpful, smart, contributing to vibrant learning
culture, nurturing community, moderating troubles, being role models
to their peers, present in public and media, making schools a vivid and
creative centre of innovation for the greater community.
I imagine that you do.
This is why I also consider Youth-LeadeR as a gift for You - to enrich
your school life as a teacher, a friend and common spirit on Earth in
these special times.
We are our young generation's greatest allies. The survival of all
species depends on the people who are alive right now. Never has
the teaching profession been so important for the future of humanity
and the planet.
And if I may add a sense of epic: We have come here for a reason.
This is your time. Let us live it out to the fullest!
I look forward to meet, collaborate and see your achievements unfold.
Eric

